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Enhancement of the Aharonov-Bohm effect of neutral excitons in semiconductor nanorings
with an electric field
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~Received 3 December 2002; published 21 March 2003!

This work demonstrates that the Aharonov-Bohm effect for excitons, practically indistinguishable from the
numerical noise without an applied electric field, becomes clearly evident in the optical absorption once the
electric field is applied in the plane containing the nanoring. The enhancement arises as a result of the
field-induced delocalization of the relative electron-hole motion around the entire ring. The excitonic effects
are essential to describe even qualitatively the absorption spectra.
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The (hc/e) Aharonov-Bohm~AB! effect1 is an example
of a geometrical phase2 depending on the spatial coheren
of the wave function, and as such it is a purely quant
mechanical effect without a classical analog. The AB effe
moreover, underlies the phenomenon of universal cond
tance fluctuations,3 and thus must be regarded as a cen
feature of mesoscopic transport.

In fact, the AB effect has lain almost exclusively in th
domain of transport. Recently, however, nanoscale semic
ductor quantum rings@nanorings~NR!# have been fabricated
that exhibit pronounced optical features associated with
optical generation of excitons.4–6 This has spurred a searc
for optical signatures of the AB effect associated with ex
tonic resonances—an effect of interest, in part, due to
charge neutrality of the exciton. Predicted in Refs. 7 and
the effect was later shown to be disappointingly small
NR’s of technologically accessible dimensions,9,10 and the
experimental search for the effect has not born fruit.11 One of
the possible problems that preclude the observation of
effect is that the spatial extention of the internal electro
hole (e-h) motion within the low-lying excitons~exciton
Bohr radius! is much smaller than accessible NR diamete
therefore, neither the electron nor the hole individua
samples the entire NR to any appreciable degree, leading
negligibly small excitonic AB effect.

In the following, we discuss our theoretical work that i
dicates a large enhancement of the excitonic AB effect m
be possible by applying an electric field in the NR plane. L
us begin with a brief review of the AB effect. If an electro
confined to move in a ring threaded by magnetic fluxF is in
an eigenstateC(fe) with energyE, thenC(fe)e

2 ife is the
eigenstate with the same energy for fluxF1F0, whereF0
5hc/e is the flux quantum. For example, the ground st
changes from C(fe)51/A2p at F50 to C(fe)
5(1/A2p)e2 infe at F5nF0. This results in a periodic
variation of the transmission of an electron through the ri

In semiconductor NR’s,4 an optical field createse-h pairs.
Since thee-h pair does not possess a net charge, it is
immediately apparent whether the sensitivity to the magn
flux, pertaining to each particle separately, still exists for
e-h pair. However, it is easy to show that in a narrow NR
the absence of the Coulomb interaction between the elec
and hole, the optically allowed ground state of thee-h pair
0163-1829/2003/67~12!/121304~4!/$20.00 67 1213
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changes fromC(fe ,fh)51/2p for F50 to C(fe ,fh)
5(1/2p)exp@2in(fe2fh)# for F5nF0. In such a state, the
optically created electron and hole circulate within the NR
the opposite directions. Similar alteration occurs for t
states with higher energies. Thus, the properties of a no
teracting electron and hole are still very sensitive to the m
netic flux even though their net charge is zero.

This sensitivity should in principle be preserved even
the Coulomb interaction is included. It was predicted that
excitonic properties such as the binding energy and
height of absorption peak vary periodically with threadi
magnetic flux.7,8 Later, numerical calculations with the NR
parameters close to the experimental values4 showed that the
excitonic Aharonov-Bohm effect is very small indeed and
probably not measurable in experiments.9,10 To enhance the
effect one can resort to smaller NRs in which the elect
and hole may still individually probe the whole ring circum
ference. However, this also requires strong magnetic field
produce significant fluxes. The purpose of this work is
show that strong enhancement of the excitonic Aharon
Bohm effect is possible for large NR’s in the presence o
lateral electric field. We note that a completely different w
of enhancement was suggested recently—due to in-plane
dial polarization of excitons.12

A complete analysis of the excitonic absorption in sem
conductor NR’s must account for the band-structure deg
eracies, confining potential, thee-h interaction, warping~an-
isotropy!, and perhaps strain, disorder, etc. It is prohibitive
difficult to carry out such an analysis for semiconductors
their full complexity. We can, however, consider a model th
contains all the important physics and yet is simple enou
to be solved numerically.

Let us assume that the carrier confinement inside the
is strong enough so that the exciton envelope function can
approximated by

C~re ,rh!5c~fe ,fh!ge~re!gh~rh!, ~1!

wherege(re) andgh(rh) are the lowest subband wave fun
tions for the electon and hole, respectively;fe and fh are
the polar angles. The envelopec(fe ,fh) obeys the Schro¨-
dinger equation~SE!
©2003 The American Physical Society04-1
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]c

]t
5Hc2edE~ t !d~fe2fh!2 i\gc ~2!

with the Hamiltonian

H5
\2

2meR
2 S 2 i

]

]fe
1

F

F0
D 2

1eRFcosfe1
\2

2mhR2

3S 2 i
]

]fh
2

F

F0
D 2

2eRFcosfh1Vcoul~fe2fh!

~3!

whereF is the lateral electric field andF is the threading
magnetic flux. The second term on the right-hand side of
~2! describes thee-h excitation by an optical field withE(t)
the time-dependent envelope;d is the interband dipole mo
ment; g is the phenomenological dephasing rate. We o
account for heavy holes.

The effective Coulomb potential in Eq.~3! is

Vcoul~fe2fh!52
e2

eb
E dredrh

uge~re!u2ugh~rh!u2

ure2rhu
. ~4!

The specific form ofVcoul(f) depends on the shape of N
cross section. However, for narrow NR’s one can use
cusp-type potential which agrees very well with the act
potential in quantum wires14

Vcoul~fe2fh!52
e2

eb
S 2RsinUfe2fh

2 U1a0D 21

, ~5!

where parametera0 is proportional to the lateral size of th
NR cross section.

To find the optical absorption, we solve Eq.~2! for thee-h
pair dynamics after excitation by a short optical pulse. T
optical susceptibility in the frequency domain is found af
Fourier transforming the complex optical polarizationP(t)
5d* *0

2pdfc(f,f).
To simplify SE ~2!, we eliminate the explicit dependenc

of Hamiltonian~3! on F by using substitution

c~fe ,fh!5U~fe ,fh!e2 i f fe1 i f fh, f 5F/F0 .

Function U(fe ,fh) obeys SE~2! with Hamiltonian ~3!
evaluated atF50. The effect ofF is entirely included in
the boundary conditons which, instead of simple equality
c(fe ,fh) at the angles 0 and 2p, are U(0,fh)
5U(2p,fh)e2 i2p f , U(fe,0)5U(fe,2p)e1 i2p f for 0
<fe,h,2p. We use the following parameters:R5500 Å,
a0550 Å, me50.07m0 , mh50.4m0 ~with m0 the free-
electron mass!, eb512, and\g50.2 meV.15

To solve Eq.~2!, we use the usual finite-difference di
cretization scheme. The spatial step isDfe5Dfh
52p/320. To integrate Eq.~2! in time we use an explicit
method with a typical time step 0.2 fs. The total integrati
time tmax is chosen in such a way that the optical polarizat
becomes practically zero at the end of integration,tmax
56.0/g.

The optical absorption in the NR in the absence of elec
and magnetic fields is dominated by a strong exciton pea
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about 210.22 meV @Fig. 1~a!#. ~We measure energy with
respect to the free-particle interband transitions and norm
ize the absorption spectra to the exciton peak forF50.! This
is related to the suppression of thee-h continuum in quan-
tum wires ~reduced quasi-one-dimensional Sommerfe
factor!.13,14 In the present case, the quasi-one-dimensio
e-h continuum is broken into a set of discrete states by
requirement of periodicity imposed by the circular topolog
The Sommerfeld factor increases with energy and for high
energy states the difference between the optical absorp
with and without excitonic effects decreases@Fig. 1~b!#.

Although the free-carrier interband absorption is never
alized in practical situation, it is still of theoretical interest
it allows one to clearly identify the role of excitonic effect
Without excitonic effects@Fig. 1~b!#, the absorption spectrum
consist of Lorentzian peaks at energiesE5E0n2 with E0
5\2/(2mrR

2)50.256 meV, mr
215me

211mh
21 , n50,61,

62, etc. Each state fornÞ0 is doubly degenerate.
When a dc fieldF is applied@Fig. 1~a!#, the exciton peak

reduces in height, broadens, and moves slightly to the
Unlike quantum wires, in which application ofF mostly re-
sults in the broadening of the peak due to field-induc
tunneling,16 in NR’s the continuum is discrete and this allow
one to observe a complicated structure in the exciton pe
The broadened peak is in fact composed of large numbe
states, which become optically-allowed in the presence oF.
In the absence of excitonic effects@Fig. 1~b!#,17 the absorp-
tion spectrum becomes extended below the band gap
also becomes a significantly smoother function due to
appearance of many optically allowed transitions betwe
the single-particle electron and hole states. The low inten
of the below-band-gap absorption is explained by the sm

FIG. 1. Optical absorption of NR~with and without excitonic
effects! for different electric-fieldsF in the absence of magnetic
flux F. Inset in~a! shows schematic of a NR in the presence ofF
andF.
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overlap between the electron and hole states localized in
opposite ends of the NR. Well above the band gap, the d
sity of states decreases and with it the absorption.18

The change in the excitonic properties withF is best il-
lustrated by the steady-state wave functionc(fe ,fh). To
find it, we solve SE~2! subjected to a steplike optical puls
with fixed carrier frequency. After transient processes
completed, att@g, the e-h wave-functionc(fe ,fh) con-

FIG. 2. Density plots of the normalized excitonic distributio
function uc(fe ,fh)u2 for cw optical excitation atv in the absence
of F. Optical field is tuned at the exciton peak\v
5210.22 meV forF50 ~a! and \v5210.66 for F54 kV/cm
~b!.

FIG. 3. Optical absorption of NR with excitonic effects for di
ferent F and F. In ~a!, all curves are superimposed for energi
below the band gap.
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tains all necessary information about the steady state. Fig
2~a! shows that forF50, uc(fe ,fh)u2 peaks atfe5fh and
decreases very rapidly as thee-h separation increases. Not
that forF50, uc(fe ,fh)u2 depends only on the relativee-h
coordinate ufe2fhu. This simple dependence disappea
when the electric field is applied;F causes the strong reduc
tion of uc(fe ,fh)u2 at the anglesp/2 and 3p/2, where the
direction of F is parallel to the NR circumference and thu
the exciton can be most easily ionized. One can estimate
field strength needed to cause ionization. ForF50, the half-
width of the excitonic wave function in Fig. 2~a! is roughly
0.2 rad. For the given radius of 500 Å, this corresponds
the distance of 100 Å. The field needed for a particle to g
10 meV in a 100 Å distance is 10 kV/cm which is the sam
order of magnitude as 4 kV/cm in Fig. 2~b!. In addition to
strongly reducede-h density at anglesp/2 and 3p/2, the
wave function becomes significantly delocalized around
entire NR. The complex structure ofuc(fe ,fh)u2 indicates a
strongly nonperturbativee-h behavior atF54 kV/cm. We
would like to emphasize that even thoughuc(fe ,fh)u2 in
Fig. 2~b! is stationary, it is not an eigenfunction ofe-h
Hamiltonian ~3!. Due to finite dephasing rateg, there are
several eigenstates of Eq.~3! that may lie withing the range
of \g and contribute to the steady-state function created
the cw optical field.

Having studied the effect of the electric field on the op
cal absorption, we now can include the magnetic field~Fig.
3!. For R5500 Å the magnetic inductionB needed to create
flux F5F0 is about 0.5 T. Without the electric-fieldF, the
strong exciton peak does not change noticebably withF.
The only changes observed are for the states well above
band gap which behave very similar to the case without
citonic effects@compare inset in Fig. 3~a! and Fig. 4~a!#.
Thus, neither the energy nor the height of the exciton p

FIG. 4. Optical absorption of NR without excitonic effects fo
different F andF.
4-3
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changes withF for the given parameters. This agrees w
the results presented in Refs. 9 and 10.

However, the picture changes drastically withF present
@see Fig. 3~b,c!#. The presence of many states that lie with
the peak gives rise to substantial changes of the overall p
shape withF. The origin of high sensitivity toF can be
understood as follows. Each state that lies withing the pea
rather extended as illustrated in Fig. 2~b!. Thus, the magnetic
flux causes shift in the energy and the absorption strength
each of the states. This results in significant changes in
shape of the peak on the order of 10%. The changes bec
more pronounced asF increases.

It is interesting to compare the effect of the magnetic fi
on excitonic absorption~Fig. 3! and free-carrier absorptio
~Fig. 4!. WithoutF, the free-carrier absorption spectrum co
sists of Lorentizian peaks at energiesE5E0(n1F/
F0)2, n50,61,62, etc. So the magnetic field simply shif
equally the energy of each peak. WithF present, the single
particle wave functions become very nonuniformly distr
uted around the ring. Here we note that the below-band-
spectum does not change withF as much as the above-ba
gap one. This is explained by strong localization of the lo
est states, which contribute to the below-band-gap abs
tion, and thus their insensitivity to the magnetic field.18

Finally we comment on the possibility of observing th
excitonic AB effect. Our predictions are based on what
essentially a one-dimensional model. For a typical NR wi
of 100–200 Å the effect ofF&5 kV/cm field on the lowest
subband is expected to be rather small.19 Thus keeping only
one subband is well justified for NR of Ref. 6 but may be n

*Present address: Eloret Corporation, NASA Ames Research C
ter, MS 229-1, Moffett Field, CA 94035.
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so good an approximation for donut-shaped NR of Ref.
although the model likely captures essential physics. The
evant magnetic-field strength,;1 T, is relatively small and
will not lead to appreciable sub-band mixing. The appro
mation of true Coulomb potential by a cusp-type one b
comes better as the NR width decreases; this correspon
smaller values of the parametera0 in Eq. ~5!. However,
quasi-one-dimensional structures are known to have
tremely well localized exciton states with the size approa
ing zero in the true one dimensional limit.13 We performed
numerical calculations using real Coulomb potential~4! for
very narrow (,100 Å) NR’s. The results indicated simila
trends as those presented here but correct quantitative
scription required prohibitively high spatial resolution in th
numerical integration. In general, theF-induced AB effect
can be observed in very narrow NR’s but this requires str
ger electric fields.

To conclude, we have shown that a lateral electric-fi
applied to a semiconductor NR gives rise to a substan
periodic modulation of the optical absorption spectrum a
function of the threading magnetic flux. This is a direct co
sequence of field-induced delocalization of thee-h motion
caused by the electric field. The enhancement of the mo
lation, as compared to the case without the electric field, m
allow observation of the excitonic AB effect in semicondu
tor NR’s.
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